
SolarMax P series
Internet connection via Powerline or wireless bridging

Technical information
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Powerline
The inverters of the P series can be connected to an Internet gateway (modem) via Powerline.

Powerline, also called PowerLAN, dLAN or Powerline Communication, is a system that allows data communication 
via the power network in a building. The system requires so-called Powerline adapters which modulate/demod-
ulate the data signals to and from the power network. Each end user unit has to be connected to a Powerline 
adapter, which can be plugged into the nearest available power socket.

Where a wireless network (WLAN) is not possible because the distances are to great, the locations are not suit-
able or external wireless networks create interference, a Powerline connection may be the right alternative. The 
system can usually be set up without any significant configuration input.

The connection of the inverter to the Internet requires two Powerline adapters and an Internet modem. The invert-
er is connected to the adapter via an RJ45 network cable. The Internet modem is connected to the adapter in the 
same way (see Figure 1). Regarding the connection of the RJ45 network cable to the inverter please refer to the 
instructions in the instruction manual.

Internet

Figure 1  Connecting the inverter to the Internet via Powerline adapter
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Suitable products made by various manufacturers are offered by electronics supply shops. SolarMax's experience 
with the following products has been positive: Devolo dLAN duo Starter Kit (cost approx. 50 to 60 €) and Netgear 
Powerline AV 200 Nano XAVB2101 (cost 30 to 40 €). Other manufacturers of Powerline adapters are Linksys, 
D-Link and ZyXel.
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Wireless bridging
Wireless bridging is another option for connecting the inverters of the P series to an Internet gateway (modem).

This type of connection is an obvious choice where there is already a wireless network (WLAN) in the premises. 
In that case, the inverter can be connected to the existing network via an additional device.

The additional device, also called WiFi bridge, bridge or wireless bridge, is connected to the inverter using a com-
mon RJ45 network cable (see Figure 2). Wherever possible the wireless bridge and the modem for the Internet 
connection should be from the same manufacturer. Furthermore, both devices have to comply with the same 
technical standards for WLANs (IEEE 802.11). If the Internet provider has provided the modem, he will be in a 
position to tell you which standards are used in the Internet modem; alternatively he should be able to recommend 
a suitable wireless bridge. Regarding the connection of the RJ45 network cable to the inverter please observe the 
instructions in the instruction manual.
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Figure 2  Wireless bridge for connecting the inverter to the Internet

Legend:
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Suitable products made by various manufacturers are offered by electronics supply shops. SolarMax's experience 
with the following product has been positive: Wireless bridge ZyXEL WAP3205 (cost approx. 30 to 35 €). Other 
manufacturers of wireless bridges are D-Link and Edimax. 
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SolarMax Service Center:
hotline@solarmax.com

www.solarmax.com/service


